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Key Point: In a series of bombshell stories released last night by the New York Times,

CNN, and Rolling Stone, Jim Jordan’s ‘weaponization committee’ was exposed for the

fraud that it is and shows they have no credibility to conduct oversight. While Jim

Jordan has emphasized a conspiracy that dozens of FBI “whistleblowers” are coming

forward to give testimony, it has been revealed that the three witnesses who have

appeared so far are crazy conspiracy theorists who have spread lies about January 6th,

have no firsthand knowledge of any wrongdoing at the FBI, and have been coordinated

and paid by Trump’s cronies in order to further his political agenda and damage

President Biden and the Democrats.

Toplines

● None of the three individuals to come forward are actually whistleblowers,

nor have they been recognized by any federal entity for whistleblower

protections. The supposed whistleblowers do not appear to actually meet the definition

of whistleblowers and should not be treated as such. One of them had their claims

rejected, another does not seem to actually have first-hand knowledge of what he is

alleging, and the third has not provided any proof of whistleblower status.

● Jim Jordan’s three “whistleblowers” are actually crazy conspiracy theorists

who spread lies about federal law enforcement and have no actual firsthand

knowledge of any conspiracy they claim is occurring at the FBI. The three

individuals that Jim Jordan has been going around touting have zero credibility and

should not be taken seriously.

● The “whistleblowers” spread lies and conspiracy theories about January

6th, and other potential witnesses have reportedly been suspended for being

at the Capitol on January 6th. How is anyone who has been spreading wild and



baseless conspiracy theories about January 6th or who was actually at the Capitol that

day supposed to be believed when it comes to alleged wrongdoing by the government.

● The witnesses have deep ties to the Trump MAGA world, including Trump

loyalists Kash Patel and Mark Meadows. These so-called “whistleblowers” have

been receiving money and legal support from Trump allies. It is no surprise that these

Trump-style attacks are coming from the big man himself. Jim Jordan has already

pledged to use his taxpayer-funded committees to try to get Donald Trump re-elected

and this is just one part of his plan.

● Even other Republicans know Jim Jordan’s efforts are embarrassing.

Members of Jim Jordan’s own party have called the work he and his fellow MAGA

Republicans have done so far “very much amateur hour.” Even Fox News has been

criticizing them. If they can’t even win over support with their allies over this, what

makes them think this is what the American people want them to be focusing on.
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For the latest information, talking points, and research that exposes the reality behind

Republicans’ political stunts targeting the Biden Administration, visit:

congressionalintegrity.org/resources.
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